NORCAST CASTINGS

BAASS HELPS NORCAST HONE ITS FINANCIAL
OPERATIONS.

WITH A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF HOW WE OPERATE
AND WHAT WE NEEDED FROM THE SOFTWARE, THEY HELPED
US MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION.
Norcast Casting Company Ltd.
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Centralization Streamlines
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The inherent remote access
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Norcast uses an industryspecific system for its
production control. BAASS was
able to design and implement
and interface from the software
into the Sage 300 ERP
Accounts Receivable module.
“Completed sale information is
sent to Sage 300 ERP” explains
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manual data entry.”

An International Solution
The company operates
internationally so the multicurrency and multilingual
capabilities of Sage 300 ERP
are of vital importance. “Our
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